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(54) ELECTRIC CONNECTOR

(57) For easy removal of a flat-plate-shaped signal
transmission medium (PB) while reduction in height and
size is achieved with a simple structure, a structure is
adopted for an electric connector (1) as follows. A release
operating part (14d) of a lock releasing member (14)
which causes a lock member (13) in an engaged state
to make a transition to a released state is arranged along
an insertion opening (11a) . The release operating part
(14d) and a release acting part (14c) are arranged in
opposite regions in a radius direction of rotation of a sup-
port shaft part (14b). The release operating part (14d)
can make reciprocating rotations between an initial po-
sition away from the insertion opening (11a) and an acting
position close to the insertion opening (11a). Thus, when
a flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medium (PB) is
removed, the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission me-
dium (PB) can be held while the engaged state of the
lock member (13) with respect to the flat-plate-shaped
signal transmission medium (PB) is released by one hand
of an operator.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to an electric con-
nector configured to use a lock member to hold a flat-
plate-shaped signal transmission medium inserted inside
a housing.

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0002] Conventionally, in various electrical appliances
and so forth, electric connectors have been widely used
for electrically connecting a flat-plate-shaped signal
transmission medium such as a flexible flat cable (FFC)
or a flexible printed circuit (FPC) to a circuit wiring board.
An electric connector of this type is used with a connec-
tion terminal part of a conductive contact member being
mounted by, for example, solder joint or the like, on a
main surface of the circuit wiring board. The flat-plate-
shaped signal transmission medium inserted into an in-
sertion opening provided to a housing of the electric con-
nector is electrically connected to the circuit wiring board
as being retained in contact with the conductive contact
member attached to the housing.
[0003] To retain the flat-plate-shaped signal transmis-
sion medium inserted inside the electric connector as
described above, a positioning part formed of, for exam-
ple, a notched concave part, is formed on a terminal por-
tion on a depth side in an inserting direction in the flat-
plate-shaped signal transmission medium. In a widely-
adopted structure, with part of a lock member provided
to the electric connector being engaged with that posi-
tioning part, the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission
medium is retained. When the flat-plate-shaped signal
transmission medium engaged by the lock member is
released, while operation is performed such as, for ex-
ample, pushing a lock releasing part in a predetermined
direction by one hand of an operator, the flat-plate-
shaped signal transmission medium is held by the other
hand to be extracted outside the electric connector.
[0004] Therefore, when the flat-plate-shaped signal
transmission medium retained as being engaged inside
the electric connector is removed, both hands of the op-
erator have to be used to perform operation of releasing
the lock member. In particular, as described in Japanese
Unexamined Patent Application Publication No.
2013-178892 mentioned below, if lock members are ar-
ranged at both end portions in a connector longitudinal
direction, for example, when the flat-plate-shaped signal
transmission medium is removed from the electric con-
nector in a narrow space inside an electrical appliance
or the like, it is difficult to perform the operation by both
hands in that narrow space. Also, in the first place, both
hands may not be able to enter the inside of the narrow
space, thereby disabling the removal operation itself.
[0005] The inventor of the present application disclos-
es Japanese Unexamined Patent Application Publication

No. 2013-178892 as a prior art document of the present
invention.
[0006] Thus, an object of the present invention is to
provide an electric connector having a simple structure
and allowing easy removal of a flat-plate-shaped signal
transmission medium inserted inside a housing.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0007] To achieve the above object, in an electric con-
nector according to the present invention configured as
follows,
a terminal portion of a flat-plate-shaped signal transmis-
sion medium is inserted inside a housing through an in-
sertion opening provided to an insulating housing to be
mounted on a circuit wiring board as extending in a nar-
row elongated shape,
with an engaging part of a lock member being in an en-
gaged state with respect to the flat-plate-shaped signal
transmission medium inserted inside the housing, the
flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medium is retained
by the lock member, and also a conductive contact mem-
ber attached to the housing is electrically connected to
the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medium, and
by rotating, from an initial position to an acting position,
a release operating part of a lock releasing member at-
tached to the housing as being in a state of making re-
ciprocating rotations about a support shaft part extending
along an extending direction of the insertion opening, a
release acting part of the lock releasing member which
operates in an interlocked manner with the rotation of the
release operating part is caused to make contact with
the lock member to cause an engaging part of the lock
member in the engaged state to make a transition to a
released state.
[0008] In the above-described electric connector, a
structure is adopted as follows. That is,
the release operating part provided to the lock releasing
member is arranged as extending along the extending
direction of the insertion opening,
the release operating part and the release acting part of
the lock releasing member are arranged so as to be op-
posed to each other across the support shaft part in a
radius direction of rotation about the support shaft part,
and
the release operating part of the lock releasing member
is positioned away from the insertion opening at the initial
position and is positioned close to the insertion opening
at the acting position.
[0009] According to this structure, when the flat-plate-
shaped signal transmission medium inserted inside the
insertion opening of the housing to be in an engaged
state is removed, for example, when the release operat-
ing part of the lock releasing member is rotated by a finger
tip of the operator to the acting position, the release op-
erating part of the lock releasing member is positioned
to be close to the insertion opening and thus is moved
so as to be in a state of being close to the flat-plate-
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shaped signal transmission medium inserted in the in-
sertion opening. As a result, for example, the finger tip
of the operator pressed onto the release operating part
of the lock releasing member becomes in a state capable
of making contact also with the flat-plate-shaped signal
transmission medium. For example, while the engaged
state of the lock member with respect to the flat-plate-
shaped signal transmission medium is released by the
finger tip of one hand of the operator, the flat-plate-
shaped signal transmission medium can be held. This
allows removal of the flat-plate-shaped signal transmis-
sion medium only by one hand.
[0010] Also, the lock member in the present invention
can be arranged on each of both side portions of the
insertion opening to form a pair in the extending direction
of the insertion opening.
[0011] Furthermore, the lock releasing member in the
present invention is desirably provided with a positioning
part which makes contact with a wall part of the housing
when the release operating part is rotated to the acting
position.
[0012] According to this structure, excessive rotating
operation of the lock releasing member is regulated by
the wall part of the housing, thereby avoiding plastic de-
formation of the lock member and preventing damages
on each part configuring the connector.
[0013] Furthermore, in the present invention, a struc-
ture can be achieved in which, when the release operat-
ing part of the lock releasing member is rotated from the
initial position to the acting position, the release acting
part is positioned away from the insertion opening.
[0014] As described above, in the electric connector
according to the present invention, a structure is adopted
as follows. That is, the release operating part of the lock
releasing member which causes the lock member in an
engaged state to make a transition to a released state is
arranged as extending along the extending direction of
the insertion opening. The release operating part and the
release acting part of the lock releasing member are ar-
ranged so as to be opposed to each other across the
support shaft part. The release operating part of the lock
releasing member can make reciprocating rotations be-
tween the initial position away from the insertion opening
and the acting position close to the insertion opening.
Thus, when the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission
medium is removed, for example, when the release op-
erating part of the lock releasing member is rotated by
the finger tip of the operator to the acting position, the
release operating part of the lock releasing member
moves so as to be in a state of being close to the flat-
plate-shaped signal transmission medium. Thus, the flat-
plate-shaped signal transmission medium can be held
while the engaged state of the lock member with respect
to the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medium is
released by one hand of the operator. This allows easy
removal of the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission me-
dium with a simple structure.

BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF THE DRAWINGS

[0015]

FIG. 1 is an external perspective view of an electric
connector according to one embodiment of the
present invention in an initial state when viewed from
above and front;
FIG. 2 is an external perspective view of the electric
connector depicted in FIG. 1 when viewed from
above and back;
FIG. 3 is a front view of the electric connector de-
picted in FIG. 1 and FIG. 2;
FIG. 4 is a plan view of the electric connector depict-
ed in FIG. 1 to FIG. 3;
FIG. 5 is a side view of the electric connector depict-
ed in FIG. 1 to FIG. 4;
FIG. 6 is a sectional view along a VI-VI line in FIG. 3;
FIG. 7 is a sectional view along a VII-VII line in FIG. 3;
FIG. 8 is a sectional view along a VIII-VIII line in FIG.
3;
FIG. 9 is a sectional view along a IX-IX line in FIG. 3;
FIG. 10 is an external perspective view of a lock
member for use in the electric connector depicted in
FIG. 1 to FIG. 5 when viewed from above and back
outside the connector;
FIG. 11 is an external perspective view of the lock
member depicted in FIG. 10 when viewed from
above and back on an inner side of the connector
(on a connector center side);
FIG. 12 is a side view of the lock member depicted
in FIG. 10 and FIG. 11 when viewed from an outer
side of the connector;
FIG. 13 is a side view of the lock member depicted
in FIG. 10 to FIG. 12 when viewed from the inner
side of the connector (connector center side);
FIG. 14 is a plan view of the lock member depicted
in FIG. 10 to FIG. 13;
FIG. 15 is an external perspective view of a release
operating part for use in the electric connector de-
picted in FIG. 1 to FIG. 5 when viewed from front and
above;
FIG. 16 is a front view of the release operating part
depicted in FIG. 15;
FIG. 17 is a plan view of the release operating part
depicted in FIG. 15 and FIG. 16;
FIG. 18 is a side view of the release operating part
depicted in FIG. 15 to FIG. 17;
FIG. 19 is a front view of the release operating part
of the electric connector depicted in FIG. 1 to FIG. 5
when rotated to an "acting position";
FIG. 20 is a sectional view along a XX-XX-line in
FIG. 19;
FIG. 21 is a sectional view along a XXI-XXI line in
FIG. 19;
FIG. 22 is an external perspective view of the electric
connector in the initial state depicted in FIG. 1 to FIG.
5 with a flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medi-
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um (such as an FFC or FPC) inserted thereinto;
FIG. 23 is a front view of the electric connector de-
picted in FIG. 22 with the flat-plate-shaped signal
transmission medium (such as an FFC or FPC) in-
serted thereinto;
FIG. 24 is a sectional view along a XXIV-XXIV line
in FIG. 23;
FIG. 25 is a sectional view along a XXV-XXV line in
FIG. 22;
FIG. 26 is a front view of the release operating part
of the electric connector depicted in FIG. 23 with the
flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medium (such
as an FFC or FPC) inserted thereinto when rotated
to the "acting position"; and
FIG. 27 is a sectional view along a XXVII-XXVII line
in FIG. 26.

DESCRIPTIONS OF THE PREFERRED EMBODI-
MENTS

[0016] In the following, an electric connector according
to one embodiment of the present invention is described
in detail based on the drawings.

[Entire Structure of Electrical Connector]

[0017] A connector 1 according to one embodiment of
the present invention depicted in FIG. 1 to FIG. 9 is an
electric connector mounted by, for example, solder joint
or the like, on a circuit wiring board (omitted in the draw-
ings) configuring part of an electronic circuit provided to
an electric product. The connector 1 has a housing 11
arranged so as to rise in a direction perpendicular to a
main surface of the circuit wiring board substantially hor-
izontally arranged. The housing 11 is formed of an insu-
lating member extending in a narrow elongated shape
along the main surface of the circuit wiring board.
[0018] In the following, it is assumed that the main sur-
face of the circuit wiring board (omitted in the drawings)
extends in a horizontal state and a direction in which the
housing 11 rises from the surface of the circuit wiring
board is taken as an "upward direction" and a direction
opposite to the rising direction of the housing 11 is taken
as a "downward direction". Also, it is assumed that a di-
rection in which the housing 11 extends in the narrow
elongated shape is taken as a "connector longitudinal
direction" and a direction orthogonal to both of the "con-
nector longitudinal direction" and the "upward and down-
ward directions" is taken as a "connector width direction".
[0019] In an upper end surface of the housing 11 de-
scribed above, an insertion opening 11a is formed so as
to have a narrow elongated slit shape along the "connec-
tor longitudinal direction". Into the insertion opening 11a,
a flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medium PB such
as a flexible flat cable (FFC) or flexible printed circuit
(FPC) which will be described further below is to be in-
serted. From the insertion opening 11a toward the inside
and downward direction of the housing 11, a hollow me-

dium insertion space extends to receive a terminal por-
tion of the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medium
PB.
[0020] Also, the terminal portion of the flat-plate-
shaped signal transmission medium (such as FFC or
FPC) PB is moved to descend as being arranged at an
upper position of the insertion opening 11a so as to be
opposed to rise substantially orthogonally to the main
surface of the circuit wiring board (omitted in the
drawings) . Thus, as depicted in FIG. 22 to FIG. 25, the
terminal portion of the flat-plate-shaped signal transmis-
sion medium PB is inserted inside the medium insertion
space of the receptacle connector 1 through the insertion
opening 11a.
[0021] According to the above-described insertion
structure of the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission me-
dium (such as FFC or FPC) PB, when the flat-plate-
shaped signal transmission medium PB is inserted inside
the medium insertion space through the insertion open-
ing 11a of the housing 11, a positional relation between
the insertion opening 11a and the flat-plate-shaped sig-
nal transmission medium PB can be easily observed from
above the housing 11. Thus, the flat-plate-shaped signal
transmission medium PB is easily and accurately insert-
ed, and the state after the insertion of the flat-plate-
shaped signal transmission medium PB is immediately
confirmed.

[Housing and Conductive Contact]

[0022] As described above, the terminal portion of the
flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medium PB formed
of a flexible flat cable (FFC) or a flexible printed circuit
(FPC) is inserted into the medium insertion space pro-
vided in the housing 11. In that medium insertion space,
as depicted particularly in FIG. 6, a plurality of conductive
contacts (conductive terminals) 12 are attached in a
multipolar manner with predetermined pitches along the
"connector longitudinal direction". Each of these conduc-
tive contacts 12 has an elastic beam part 12a arranged
to extend in the upward and downward directions in the
medium insertion space of the housing 11. At a lower
end portion of the elastic beam part 12a, a connection
terminal part 12b in contact with the circuit wiring board
(omitted in the drawing) is provided.
[0023] The connection terminal part 12b provided at
the lower end portion of each conductive contact 12 ex-
tends backward (rightward in the drawing) in a substan-
tially horizontal direction to protrude outside the housing
11. This protruding tip portion (rear end portion) is solder-
jointed to a conductive path (omitted in the drawing)
formed on the surface of the circuit wiring board (omitted
in the drawing), thereby configuring part of a signal trans-
mission circuit. Note that the plurality of connection ter-
minal parts 12b arranged in the multipolar manner as
described above can be collectively soldered.
[0024] Also, as described above, the elastic beam part
12a is continuously provided to an inner end side portion
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opposite to the solder-joint portion (outer end side por-
tion) of each of these connection terminal parts 12b. The
elastic beam part 12a extends as being curved upward
from the inner end side portion of the connection terminal
part 12b so as to have a cantilever shape. At an upper
end portion of the elastic beam part 12a rising in the me-
dium insertion space of the housing 11 described above,
a contact part 12c in contact with a terminal part (omitted
in the drawing) of the flat-plate-shaped signal transmis-
sion medium PB is formed so as to bulge in a convex
shape.

[Signal Transmission Medium]

[0025] As described above, at the terminal portion of
the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medium (such
as FFC or FPC) PB inserted inside the housing 11 as
described above, the terminal parts are arranged in a
multipolar manner with the predetermined pitches corre-
sponding to the conductive contacts 12. At both end edge
portions in an arrangement direction of the terminal parts
in the multipolar manner, positioning parts each formed
of a notched concave part are formed. Engaged with
these positioning parts provided to the flat-plate-shaped
signal transmission medium PB are engaging parts 13a
of lock members 13, which will be described further be-
low, attached to the receptacle connector 1. With the en-
gaging operation of the lock members 13, the insertion
state of the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medi-
um PB is maintained.

[Lock Member]

[0026] That is, at both end portions of the housing 11
in the "connector longitudinal direction" described above,
as depicted in FIG. 7, the paired lock members 13, 13
each formed by bending a thin-plate-shaped metal mem-
ber are attached as being inserted from below toward
the inside of the housing 11. The paired theses lock mem-
bers 13, 13 are attached so as to symmetrically face each
other at the both side portions in the "connector longitu-
dinal direction" . With the paired lock members 13, 13
provided in this manner, the connector 1 can stably main-
tain the insertion state of the flat-plate-shaped signal
transmission medium. Both of these lock members 13,
13 have a symmetrical relation with the same structure.
Thus, in the following description, only one lock member
13 is described, and description of the other lock member
13 is omitted, with the same reference characters pro-
vided thereto.
[0027] As depicted particularly in FIG. 10 to FIG. 14,
each of these lock members 13 has a base frame plate
13b extending in a substantially U shape in a plan view
along an outer hull shape of each of the both end portions
of the housing 11. On an outer end wall part (a right end
wall part of FIG. 14) arranged at the outermost end po-
sition of the base frame plate 13b in the "connector lon-
gitudinal direction", a fixing piece 13c is provided so as

to protrude upward. With the fixing piece 13c press-fitted
inside the housing 11 to become in an engaged state,
the entire lock member 13 becomes in a fixed state.
[0028] Also, the above-described base frame plate 13b
has a front side wall part (a left wall part in FIG. 13) and
a back side wall part (a right wall part in FIG. 13) arranged
so as to be opposed to each other in the "connector width
direction". Among these, the back side wall part is pro-
vided with a stopper piece 13d formed by cutting and
raising part of the back side wall part and extending down-
ward in a cantilever spring shape. As depicted particularly
in FIG. 8, a lower end edge of the stopper piece 13d has
an arrangement relation of making contact, from above,
with a receiving surface of the housing 11 extending sub-
stantially in a horizontal direction, thereby preventing the
entire lock member 13 from dropping off downward by a
counterforce in the upward and downward directions by
the stopper piece 13d with respect to the housing 11 or
preventing the housing 11 together with the flat-plate-
shaped signal transmission medium PB from being re-
moved upward from the lock member 13 when the flat-
plate-shaped signal transmission medium PB is re-
moved.
[0029] Furthermore, lower end edge parts of the front
side wall part (the left wall part in FIG. 13) and the back
side wall part (the right wall part in FIG. 13) configuring
each base frame plate 13b described above are provided
with board connection leg parts 13e, 13e each formed of
a plate-shaped member protruding substantially in the
horizontal direction along the "connector width direction".
Each board connection leg part 13e is soldered to a con-
ductive path for grounding formed on the circuit wiring
board (omitted in the drawings), thereby configuring part
of a shielded (grounded) circuit and retaining the entire
receptacle connector 1 on the circuit wiring board.
[0030] Furthermore, an upper portion of the front side
wall part (the left wall part in FIG. 13) configuring the base
frame plate 13b described above is provided with paired
lock arm members 13f, 13f each formed of an elastically-
displaceable beam-shaped member as protruding up-
ward to form a crotch shape (refer to FIG. 11). As depicted
in FIG. 7, each lock arm member 13f extends from the
upper end edge part of the front side wall part of the base
frame plate 13b described above to a position near the
above-described insertion opening 11a, is then bent in a
curved shape so as to turn toward "the inside of the con-
nector (the depth of the medium insertion space) ", and
then extends downward so as to fall from that turning
portion.
[0031] Here, the turning portion configuring an upper
end portion of the lock arm member 13f is configured so
as to be swingable, and a portion extending downward
in a cantilever shape from the turning portion is config-
ured as a swing portion elastically displaceable in the
"connection width direction" . A lower end portion of the
swing portion in the lock arm member 13f is provided with
an engaging part 13a which is engaged with the position-
ing part of the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission me-
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dium PB described above. The lock arm member 13f is
configured to have a crotch shape as depicted in FIG. 11
so as to be excellent in both flexibility and stiffness, which
will be described in detail further below.
[0032] As described above, the lock arm member 13f
forming the crotch shape extends downward from the
above-described turning portion by a predetermined
amount. At the lower end edge portions, the paired lock
arm members 13f are integrally coupled together by an
arm coupling part 13g extending in the "connector longi-
tudinal direction". Of the paired lock arm members 13f,
13f integrated by the arm coupling part 13g, a side edge
part of the lock arm member 13f close to the center of
the connector 1 is provided with the above-described en-
gaging part 13a extending to the medium insertion space.
[0033] The engaging part 13a is formed of a hook-
shaped member substantially in a triangular shape. As
depicted in FIG. 7, the engaging part 13a protrudes to
the medium insertion space of the housing 11 so as to
be bent substantially at the right angle from the side edge
part of the lock arm member 13f as described above. A
lower end edge corresponding to the base of the trian-
gular shape configuring the outer shape of this engaging
part 13a serves as an engaging side with respect to the
positioning part of the flat-plate-shaped signal transmis-
sion medium PB described above, and is configured so
that the engaging side of the engaging part 13a can be
engaged with the inner circumferential edge part of the
positioning part. Also, as depicted in FIG. 11, from the
engaging side of the engaging part 13a, a guide side with
a guiding function for the positioning part of the flat-plate-
shaped signal transmission medium PB described above
extends upward so as to form a tilted surface shape to
decrease the amount of protrusion. After the terminal por-
tion of the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medium
PB inserted into the medium insertion space of the hous-
ing 11 moves as making contact with and overriding the
above-described guide side of the engaging part 13a
from above, the engaging side of the engaging part 13a
is engaged with the positioning part of the flat-plate-
shaped signal transmission medium PB.
[0034] A contact-shaped member denoted by a refer-
ence character 13h in FIG. 10 to FIG. 14 configures a
terminal member for shielding, and protrudes diagonally
upward in a cantilever shape from the front side wall part
(the left wall part in FIG. 13) of the base frame plate 13b
described above toward the medium insertion space.
Provided at an upper end portion of the shielding contact-
shaped member 13h is a contact part which makes con-
tact with a shielding electrode part (omitted in the draw-
ing) provided to the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission
medium PB.

[Lock Releasing Member]

[0035] Annexed to the above-structured lock member
13 is a lock releasing member 14 for removing the en-
gaging part 13a from the positioning part of the flat-plate-

shaped signal transmission medium PB (refer to FIG.
15) . This lock releasing member 14 includes a structure
of operating the above-described paired lock members
13, 13 simultaneously. As depicted particularly in FIG.
15 to FIG. 18, a main body coupling part 14a having a
substantially prism-shaped section included in the lock
releasing member 14 extends in the "connector longitu-
dinal direction" along an upper edge portion on the front
of the housing 11 (a left end face in FIG. 5). At both end
portions of this main body coupling part 14a in the "con-
nector longitudinal direction", support shaft parts 14b,
14b are provided to protrude outward also in the "con-
nector longitudinal direction".
[0036] These both support shaft parts 14b, 14b each
have a substantially circular section and, as depicted par-
ticularly in FIG. 9, are rotatably supported in a loose-fit
state inside bearing recessed parts 11b, 11b formed at
the both side wall parts of the housing 11 in the "connector
longitudinal direction". The entire lock releasing member
14 rotatably retained by the both support shaft parts 14b,
14b is configured to make reciprocating rotations about
the support shaft parts 14b between an "initial position"
depicted in FIG. 1 to FIG. 9 and an "acting position" de-
picted in FIG. 19 to FIG. 21
[0037] Also, at both end portions of the main body cou-
pling part 14a described above in the "connector longi-
tudinal direction", paired release acting parts 14c, 14c
are integrally provided so as to be adjacent to each other
on an inner side of the connector (a connector center
side) with respect to the support shaft parts 14b, 14b.
These release acting parts 14c and 14c are arranged at
outermost end portions in the medium insertion space
including the insertion opening 11a described above in
the "connector longitudinal direction". These paired re-
lease acting parts 14c and 14c are linked together so as
to be integrated via the main body coupling part 14a de-
scribed above.
[0038] As depicted particularly in FIG. 8 and FIG. 18,
each release acting part 14c described above has a nail-
shaped contact part 14c1 extending downward from the
main body coupling part 14a. The nail-shaped contact
part 14c1 is arranged so as to drop off downward to the
medium insertion space, and has an arrangement rela-
tion so as to face the arm coupling part 13g of the lock
member 13 described above arranged also in the medi-
um insertion space in the "connector width direction" from
the back surface side (a right side in FIG. 8). With a re-
leasing operation force applied to a releasing operation
part 14d, which will be described next, the release acting
part 14c is rotated clockwise (rightward) in FIG. 8 about
the support shaft part 14b. Thus, the nail-shaped contact
part 14c1 provided to the release acting part 14c is con-
figured to make contact with the arm coupling part 13g
of the lock member 13 from the back surface side (the
right side in FIG. 8).
[0039] Then, after the nail-shaped contact part 14c1
of the release acting part 14c makes contact with the arm
coupling part 13g of the lock member 13, the releasing
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operation by the releasing operation part 14d, which will
be described further below, further continues. Thus, as
depicted in FIG. 21, the nail-shaped contact part 14c1 of
the release acting part 14c presses the arm coupling part
13g of the lock member 13 toward the front (leftward in
FIG. 21), thereby elastically displacing the lock member
13 and displacing the engaging part 13a toward the front
(leftward in FIG. 21).
[0040] On the other hand, as depicted in FIG. 15, the
releasing operation part 14d forming a block shape is
integrally provided at a substantially center portion of the
main coupling part 14a of the lock releasing member 14
described above in the "connector longitudinal direction".
The release operating part 14d extends over a length
approximately 1/3 of the main coupling part 14a in the
"connector longitudinal direction", and is provided so as
to protrude upward from the upper surface of the main
body coupling part 14a. The release operating part 14d
may be provided to the entire main body coupling part
14a in the "connector longitudinal direction".
[0041] As depicted in FIG. 18, the release operating
part 14d described above is arranged in a region opposite
to each release acting part 14c described above in a ra-
dius direction of rotation about the support shaft part 14b.
These release operating part 14d and release acting part
14c have an arrangement relation so as to be opposed
to each other across the support shaft part 14b. More
specifically, the release operating part 14d is arranged
in a region above the support shaft part 14b described
above and on a front side (left side in FIG. 18) in the
connector width direction, and is configured to make re-
ciprocating rotations about the support shaft part 14b be-
tween the "initial position" (refer to FIG. 5 to FIG. 7) away
from the insertion opening 11a and the "acting position"
(refer to FIG. 19 to FIG. 21) near the insertion opening
11a.
[0042] Here, the release operating part 14d described
above has an outer side wall surface which, for example,
a finger tip of an operator may touch, and an inner side
wall surface opposite to the outer side wall surface and
facing the insertion opening 11a described above. On
the inner side wall surface of the release operating part
14d, a positioning part 14e which regulates a rotation
range of the release operating part 14d is formed. For
example, when the release operating part 14d is at the
"initial position" as in FIG. 7, the positioning part 14e is
maintained as being away from an inner opening wall
part 11c of the housing 11 forming the insertion opening
11a to the front side. As depicted particularly in FIG. 20,
when the release operating part 14d is rotated to the "act-
ing position", the positioning part 14e of the release op-
erating part 14d makes contact with the inner opening
wall part 11c of the housing 11 described above from the
front side to regulate rotating operation of the release
operating part 14d onward.
[0043] By providing the positioning part 14e which reg-
ulates the rotation range when the release operating part
14d is operated, excessive rotating operation of the lock

release member 14 is regulated by the inner opening wall
part 11c of the housing 11, thereby achieving operations
and effects such as avoiding plastic deformation of the
lock member 13 and preventing damages on each part
configuring the connector.
[0044] When the release operating part 14d of the lock
releasing member 14 moves so as to rotate about the
support shaft part 14b, the release operating part 14d
comes close to the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission
medium PB inserted into the medium insertion space of
the housing 11. On the other hand, the nail-shaped con-
tact part 14c1 of the release acting part 14c arranged in
the region (a back-side region depicted in FIG. 18) op-
posite to the release operating part 14d across the sup-
port shaft part 14b goes away from the flat-plate-shaped
signal transmission medium PB inserted into the medium
insertion space of the housing 11.
[0045] More specifically, firstly, when the release op-
erating part 14d is at the "initial position" away from the
insertion opening part 11a, as depicted in FIG. 8, the nail-
shaped contact part 14c1 of the release acting part 14c
is arranged as being away from the arm coupling part
13g of the lock member 13, that is, in a state in which the
lock arm member 13f is not elastically displaced without
the nail-shaped contact part 14c1 pressing the arm cou-
pling part 13g. In this manner, in the state in which the
release operating part 14d is at the "initial position", as
depicted in FIG. 22 to FIG. 25, when the terminal portion
of the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medium
(such as FFC or FPC) PB is inserted into the medium
insertion space, the engaging part 13a of the lock mem-
ber 13 causes the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission
medium PB to become in a locked state.
[0046] Furthermore, from the lock state of the flat-
plate-shaped signal transmission medium (such as FFC
or FPC) PB described above, as depicted in FIG. 26 and
FIG. 27, when the release operating part 14d is rotated
to the "acting position" so as to come close to the insertion
opening 11a, the nail-shaped contact part 14c1 of the
release acting part 14c makes contact with the arm cou-
pling part 13g of the lock member 13 to become in a
pressed state, as depicted in FIG. 21. This elastically
displaces the lock arm member 13f toward the front as
depicted in FIG. 27, causing the engaging part 13a in an
engaged state with respect to the positioning part of the
flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medium PB so far
to make a transition to a state of going away from the
flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medium PB to be
released, thereby allowing removal of the flat-plate-
shaped signal transmission medium PB.
[0047] Here, the reason why the lock arm member 13f
is configured to have a crotch shape as described above
as depicted in FIG. 10 is that the nail-shaped contact part
14c1 of the release acting part 14c is easily misaligned
with respect to the engaging part 13a in a plate width
direction of the lock arm member 13f (connector longitu-
dinal direction) . That is, if the base end portion on the
upper end side of the lock arm member 13f has not a
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crotch shape but an integrally-continuous shape, the stiff-
ness of the integrally-continuous portion becomes too
large to sufficiently achieve flexibility of the lock arm
member 13f. Also, if the plate width dimension of the
integrally-continuous base end portion on the upper end
side is reduced to ensure flexibility of the lock arm mem-
ber 13f, a problem arises in view of torsional stiffness.
That is, if the position of the nail-shaped contact part 14c1
of the release acting part 14c is shifted with respect to
the engaging part 13a in the plate width direction (con-
nector longitudinal direction), plastic deformation in a tor-
sional direction may occur to the lock arm member 13f
by a force applied to the engaging part 13a when the flat-
plate-shaped signal transmission medium PB is inserted
or when the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medi-
um PB retained after insertion is forcibly pulled out.
Therefore, as in the present embodiment, if the base end
portion on the upper end side (lower turning portion) of
the lock arm member 13f has the crotch structure, the
flexibility of the lock arm member 13f can be favorably
maintained, and the stiffness required to the load to the
engaging part 13a can also be achieved.
[0048] According to the present embodiment with the
above-described structure, as depicted in FIG. 22 to FIG.
25, when the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission me-
dium PB inserted inside from the insertion opening 11a
of the housing 11 to be engaged is removed, for example,
while a finger tip of the operator is pressed onto the re-
lease operating part 14d of the lock releasing member
14, the releasing operating part 14d is rotated to the "act-
ing position" as depicted in FIG. 26 and FIG. 27. This
moves the releasing operating part 14d of the lock re-
leasing member 14 to become in a state of coming close
to the main surface of the flat-plate-shaped signal trans-
mission medium PB inserted into the insertion opening
11a. As a result, as described above, the finger tip of the
operator pressed onto the release operating part 14d of
the lock releasing member 14 makes contact also with
the main surface of the flat-plate-shaped signal transmis-
sion medium PB. Thus, the operator can hold the flat-
plate-shaped signal transmission medium PB while re-
leasing the engaged state of the lock member 14 with
respect to the flat-plate-shaped signal transmission me-
dium PB, and thus can remove the flat-plate-shaped sig-
nal transmission medium PB with operation only by one
hand.
[0049] Also, in the present embodiment, when the lock
releasing member 14 is at the "initial position", with the
insertion opening 11a extending in the narrow elongated
shape over the housing 11 as a boundary, the release
operating part 14d of the lock releasing member 14 and
the engaging part 13a of the lock member 13 are ar-
ranged in a one-side region in the opening width direction
(connector width direction) orthogonal to the extending
direction of the insertion opening 11a, thereby reducing
the thickness and size of the connector 1.
[0050] As has been described in the foregoing, while
the invention made by the inventor has been specifically

described based on the embodiment, it goes without say-
ing that the present invention is not limited to the embod-
iment described above and can be variously modified in
a range not deviating from the scope of the present in-
vention, which is defined by the claims.
[0051] For example, while the paired lock members 13
are provided to the housing 11 in the present embodi-
ment, this is not meant to be restrictive. The number of
lock members 13 to be provided to the housing 11 may
be one or three or more.
[0052] Also, the present invention is not limited to a
vertical-insertion-type electric connector in which a flat-
plate-shaped signal transmission medium is inserted into
a circuit wiring board from a vertical direction, and can
also be similarly applied to a horizontal-insertion-type
electric connector in which a flat-plate-shaped signal
transmission medium is inserted into a circuit wiring
board from a horizontal direction.
[0053] Furthermore, the electric connector according
to the present invention is not limited to one for connec-
tion of a flat-plate-shaped signal transmission medium
as described in the embodiment described above. The
present invention can also be similarly applied to any of
electric connectors of various types for electrically con-
necting a board and a board, or a cable and a board.
[0054] As has been described above, the present in-
vention can be widely applied to electric connectors of
various types for use in electrical appliances.

Claims

1. An electric connector (1) to be mounted on a circuit
wiring board for use, comprising:

an insulating housing (11) inside which a termi-
nal portion of a flat-plate-shaped signal trans-
mission medium (PB) is inserted through an in-
sertion opening (11a) provided as extending in
a narrow elongated shape;
a lock member (13) which retains the flat-plate-
shaped signal transmission medium (PB) by an
engaging part (13a) becoming in an engaged
state with respect to the flat-plate-shaped signal
transmission medium (PB) inserted inside the
housing (11);
a conductive contact member (12) to be at-
tached to the housing (11) and electrically con-
nected to the flat-plate-shaped signal transmis-
sion medium (PB) retained by the lock member
(13); and
a lock releasing member (14) having a release
operating part (14d) attached to the housing (11)
as being in a state of making reciprocating rota-
tions about a support shaft part (14b) extending
along an extending direction of the insertion
opening (11a) and a release acting part (14c)
which operates in an interlocked manner with
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the rotation of the release operating part (14d),
with the release operating part (14d) of the lock
releasing member (14) rotated from an initial po-
sition to an acting position, the release acting
part (14c) making contact with the lock member
and the engaging part (13a) of the lock member
(13) in the engaged state making a transition to
a released state, characterized in that:

the release operating part (14d) provided to
the lock releasing member (14) is arranged
as extending along the extending direction
of the insertion opening (11a),
the release operating part (14d) and the re-
lease acting part (14c) of the lock releasing
member (14) are arranged so as to be op-
posed to each other across the support
shaft part (14b) in a radius direction of rota-
tion about the support shaft part (14b), and
the release operating part (14d) of the lock
releasing member (14) is positioned away
from the insertion opening (11a) at the initial
position and is positioned close to the inser-
tion opening (11a) at the acting position.

2. The electric connector according to claim 1, wherein
the lock member (13) is arranged on each of both
side portions of the insertion opening (11a) to form
a pair in the extending direction of the insertion open-
ing (11a).

3. The electric connector according to claim 1 or 2,
wherein
the lock releasing member (14) is provided with a
positioning part which makes contact with the hous-
ing when the release operating part (14d) is rotated
to the acting position.

4. The electric connector according to any one of claims
1 to 3, wherein
when the release operating part (14d) of the lock
releasing member (14) is rotated from the initial po-
sition to the acting position, the release acting part
(14c) is positioned away from the insertion opening
(11a).
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